2889 Way Lane
2889 Way Lane, Corona del Mar, CA, 92625
Price: $ 75,000 /Monthly
MLS #: NP22142319
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One of Corona del Mar's most notable and envied homes. Welcome to 2889 Way Lane, where a dramatic
setting on bluffs directly over an intimate cove along Newport Harbor's entrance channel is truly without
compare. Breaking waves crash below the residence, while panoramic channel, ocean and harbor views are
enjoyed from most living areas. Wave to passing yachts from wraparound balconies that inspire incomparable
indoor/outdoor seaside living. Completely remodeled, the home is imbued with a soft-contemporary vibe that
is complemented by light stone and handsome woods, numerous clerestory windows, soaring ceilings, and
Fleetwood glass doors that slide away to erase the boundaries between indoor spaces, balconies, and a
central private two-level courtyard with ocean views, a BBQ and an open-air replace. Living areas are grand
in proportions yet warm and welcoming, including an airy foyer with custom glass and wood entry door, a
lower-level bonus room with walk-in wet bar and an oceanfront balcony, and a main- oor great room, kitchen
and dining area that is destined to host memorable gatherings of all sizes. Wood ceilings are vaulted over the
multi-level space and enrich a kitchen with a tremendous 16' dual-waterfall island and seating for seven,
underlit European-in uenced modern wood cabinetry, white stone countertops, a nook that opens to the
balcony, and top-tier appliances including a built-in cabinet matched refrigerator. Approximately 4,642 square
feet, the expansive residence hosts three ensuite bedrooms, an of ce that can be used as a fourth bedroom,
and three-and-two-half baths, including two guest suites that open to the courtyard, and a primary suite that
occupies its own level for maximum privacy. A replace warms the suite, which opens to a balcony, enjoys
courtyard and ocean views, and displays an oversized rain shower, a stand-alone tub, separate vanities, a
dressing area with built-ins, and polished porcelain surrounds. An of ce erases the commute to work, and
skylights, built-in speakers, security cameras, contemporary lighting, automatic shades, and an array of
exquisite tile are showcased. Known throughout the region, the luxurious home is close to village shops and
restaurants, award-winning schools and Fashion Island. RENT AMOUNT TO BE $95,000/MO FOR SHORTTERM RENTAL OR $75,000/MO FOR LONG TERM LEASE.
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